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Great Plains proudly introduced the 
industry’s first 60' planter with the ability 
to plant 15" and Twin-Row 30" (20" and 
30" spacings are also available). The 
YP-2425 features a floating hitch design 
that provides the flexibility to meet 
challenging terrain. Yet, the 60' Yield-
Pro model easily folds to a transport 
width of only 13' 6". The telescoping 
tongue retracts in field position for 
short headlands and outstanding 
maneuverability.

The Great Plains YP-2425 Planter can 
be equipped with two 82-bushel poly 
hoppers or two seed company’s bulk 
seed boxes. With its 164-bushel capacity, 
it can easily plant up to 160 acres of 
soybeans or 250 acres of corn in one fill. 
This increases efficiency by approximately 
52% in soybeans and 12.8% in corn, when 

compared to a planter with individual 
hoppers. Like all Yield-Pro Planters, the 
YP-2425 uses air to gently move seed 
from the bulk hopper to the individual 
row meters mounted on field-proven 25 
Series Openers. Choose from the Air-Pro® 
Seed Metering System, Precision Planting 
Population Max™ (Finger Pickup), or the 
Singulator-Plus™ Meter.

Add an optional 500-, 735-, or 1,000-gallon 
semi-mounted cart, and apply starter 
or high-rate fertilizer at planting time 
to minimize passes and fuel usage. The 
YP-2425 row units can be equipped with 
a wide range of attachments, including 
coulters and row cleaners. Any way 
you equip it, the YP-2425 Yield-Pro® is 
designed to increase productivity and 
improve yields on your farm.

BULK SEED BOXES - 
Poly hoppers and seed 
companies’ bulk seed 
boxes are completely 
interchangeable.

TELESCOPING TONGUE 
- The telescoping 
tongue puts the 
planter closer to the 
tractor in field position, 
allowing tighter turn-
ing on end rows.

25 Series

FERTILIZER CARTS - Choose from three 
different optional fertilizer carts, available 
in  500-, 735-, or 1000-gallon (shown) con-
figurations. All carts are 2-point mounted 
for excellent handling.
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